BELLUNA
BY

FOCUS ON BELLUNA AS A WHOLE
Belluna furniture, with its well-known Chair, Wash and Relax variants,
is characterised by rounded contours and is powerful in its simplicity.
The extended mirror of the new Belluna Style gives the styling unit a
refreshing look which is perfectly in keeping with the new Belluna Element
wall unit. We are proud to introduce the Belluna Meet reception desk,
which will introduce your customers to Belluna’s powerful designs as soon
as they enter your salon.

Belluna products are individual eye-catchers in any room, but are also in
perfect harmony with all other units. Be inspired by the photos and lose
yourself in the world of Belluna.
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Tranquil and modern, with a touch of romance. An atmosphere where your customers
will immediately feel at home. You can create a warm and welcoming meeting place in
your salon by combining white Belluna furniture with ‘Marmor Carrara’ stone effects,
contrasting green walls and ‘Sherry’-tinted upholstery. The silver side panels of the
Belluna Wash with footrest, and the stainless steel Disc-Base of the Belluna Chair,
form a stunning whole with veins in the marble surface. This helps to create a sense of
tranquillity, despite the daring use of colours.

WINTER SUNSET
The sun sinks slowly behind the horizon, where blue light makes way for a stunning array of colours ranging from violet to orange. Nature then paints its contours in
black against the soft tints of the background.

If you have metal window frames, they can be
perfectly combined with metallic black Belluna
furniture, deep purple ‘Amethyst’ upholstery
and a ‘Sanga Wenge Natur’ wood finish. Black
has also been incorporated into the side
panels of the Belluna Wash with electric leg
section and the base of the Belluna Chair.
The welcoming feel and mystic atmosphere
in this sleek interior has been created by
incorporating LED lighting into the furniture
and adding details in a warm orange colour.
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Robust and soft like the contrast between
deep-blue water and sunlight, which almost
turns pink in this cool atmosphere.

It is a bold move to place white Belluna
furniture, with light ‘Bull Bahama Beige’
upholstery, in dark surroundings. The balance
between

product

and

surroundings

has

been created via the ‘Dunkelblau’ decor of
Belluna furniture and the black side panels
of the Belluna Relax. The Belluna Chair with
stainless steel Disc-Base completes this sleek,
modern interior!
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OVERALL GREEN
Surroundings where imaginations run
wild and creative new ideas are born.

Furniture in this inspirational space,
which is based on a ‘nature’ theme, is
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silver with a ‘Dunkelblau’ wooden decor.
The various colours in the upholstery
refer to the versatility of nature and its
countless hues. The Belluna Chair has
been upholstered in ‘Limone’ and really
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stands out thanks to its black base. The
photo on the wall and the Belluna Relax
in ‘Petrol’ also catch the eye, while the
silver frame and side panels help to
place emphasis on the lounge and the
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surroundings. An inviting place to relax
and recharge your batteries.
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The tranquil and neutral look has been created by the silver frame
of the furniture, the dark grey ‘Buffalo Anthrazit’ upholstery, an
aluminium base and the wooden details of the ‘Sonoma Eiche Trüffel’.
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LED lighting and the contrasting yellow give the space a surprisingly
warm atmosphere and make your salon a place where people forget
their worries and experience positive energy. The Belluna Wash with
adjustable footrest has been placed in a separate area to enhance the
feeling of ultimate relaxation.
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BELLUNA
MEET

This completely new desk has a thin, flat and elegant top, which offers sales space while also maintaining openness for
effective communication with customers.

The Belluna Meet is available with two or three cabinets of your choice, which feature a deep, unique Belluna design handle
as standard. The metal structure of the Belluna Meet is available in the colours satin gloss white, silver and metallic black.
The plinth, worktop and cabinets feature the same decor, which can be selected from the range of ‘Welonda Laminates’. The
Belluna Meet is available with or without elegant LED lighting. A monitor screen is also possible.

BELLUNA
STYLE

The highlight of your salon. The mirror and integrated
footrest are flanked by a metal frame, which is available
in satin gloss white, silver and metallic black. LED lighting
helps to shed soft light on the space between frame and
mirror. The Belluna Style is also available without lighting
and can be combined with a separate hairdryer-holder from
the Welonda hairdryer-holder range.

BELLUNA ELEMENT
The elegant Belluna Element is a practical wall-mounted storage unit. When combined with the Belluna Style, it creates a stunning whole that frees up
extra floor space. The metal frame is available in satin gloss white, silver or metallic black and can be supplied with either one or two soft-closing drawers.
The colour of the draw fronts is optional and can be selected from the range of ‘Welonda Laminates’. The drawer features the deep Belluna design handle
as standard. Just like the Style, the Belluna Element is also available with or without LED lighting.

BELLUNA
CHAIR
The unique Belluna Chair is available in colours from the ‘Welonda
Fabrics’ collection. The Belluna Chair can be supplied with various
bases: X-Base, X-Base black, Disc-Base Ø 480 mm, Disc-Base 450 mm
or Fix-Base; always in combination with a hydraulic lockable pump.
The beautifully curved metal armrest features arm cushions for extra
comfort. If necessary, the Belluna Chair can also be supplied with a fixed
footrest. An accompanying protective cover is also available to offer the
chair effective protection.

X-BASE

Aluminium star base on five sliders. Hydraulic
lockable pump with chrome plated housing.

X-BASE BLACK

Aluminium star base with black powder
coating on five sliders. Hydraulic lockable
pump with black housing.

DISC-BASE

Stainless steel disc with a diameter of
480 mm. Hydraulic lockable pump
with stainless steel housing.

DISC-BASE

Stainless steel disc, 450 mm square. Hydraulic
lockable pump with stainless steel housing.

FIX-BASE

Stainless steel disc with a diameter of
210 mm. Hydraulic lockable pump
with stainless steel housing.

BELLUNA
WASH & RELAX

The sleek Belluna Wash offers great comfort and convenience. The washing unit is available
without a leg section or with an electrically adjustable leg section, whereby controls have
been neatly incorporated into the side of the seat. The separate Belluna footrest could be
the ideal solution if electricity is not necessary and a relaxed position is the main priority.

Belluna Relax combines relaxation with luxury. The Belluna Relax looks beautiful and immediately
puts your customers in a relaxed frame of mind.

The following applies to the Belluna Wash and the Belluna Relax: The powder-coated frame and
side panels are available in satin gloss white, silver or metallic black. The colour of the upholstery
can be selected from the ‘Welonda Fabrics’ collection. The deep and adjustable black or white
ceramic wash basin is supplied with a neck rubber, removable siphon, mixer tap and ‘anti-drop’
hand shower as standard. Protective covers are available so you can keep your back support and
leg section in good condition for as long as possible. If your pipes are above ground, the Belluna
wash units can also be fitted with a bottom or side connection.
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